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Disclaimer
IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE SECTION AND DO NOT TAKE ANY ACTIONS UNTIL YOU
GO THROUGH IT ENTIRELY. THIS WHITEPAPER IS A PRESENTATION OF METEORA’S ECOSYSTEM
AND TECHNOLOGIES AS WELL AS A BRIEF STRATEGY INTRODUCTION. PLEASE CONSULT YOUR
LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) BEFORE TAKING PART IN THE
JOURNEY.
Purpose
The purpose of this whitepaper is to present METEORA, the Ultimate Music Platform, and
its ecosystem, app, features, technicals and its native cryptocurrency ($MRA). METEORA as
described in this whitepaper is under development and is being constantly updated. Lunaris
Inc. reserves the rights to add, delete or modify any of the information presented in this
document.
Regulatory status not assured in all jurisdictions
Regulatory licenses and/or approvals may be required in certain jurisdictions in which
relevant activities may take place. It is not guaranteed, nor any assurance is given that any
such licenses or approvals will be obtained within a particular time frame. This implies that
parts of the METEORA ecosystem may not be available in certain markets. This could require
restructuring of that ecosystem in certain aspects.
In addition, the development of the METEORA product ecosystem is intended to be
implemented in stages. During certain stages of development, METEORA’s platform may rely
on relations with certain licensed third-party entities. If these entities are no longer properly
licensed in the respective jurisdiction, this will impact the ability of METEORA’s product and
services to engage with that party, including its services and functions.
Not investment advice
While also describing METEORA’s token economics related to its cryptocurrency ($MRA),
this whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice or recommendation by Lunaris
Inc., its officers, directors, team members, employees, agents, advisors or consultants on
the merits of purchasing $MRA tokens, nor should it be relied upon concerning any other
contract or purchasing decision.
No sale of security
This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or financial service offering document
and is not an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any security, investment products,
regulated products or financial instruments in any jurisdiction.
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Executive Summary
While officially growing by a whopping 18.5% to
$25.9bn in revenue in 2021 for the US alone, making
this year its most lucrative ever, the music market is
yet on a crossroad, broken down into to two fronts:
on the one hand, the traditional Music Industry
which despite the new technologies and mediums
such as streaming is still functioning under very old
codes and contracts, plagued with issues which
makes artists lives a living hell, working for pennies,
and on the other hand, the nascent music NFT
sphere which is completely unregulated, where
anyone with the ability to mint on the blockchain
can claim any piece of music his own, and sell
them anonymously for crypto with no way for the
original artist of getting either money or rights back.

her the entire financial and decisional power on
the platform. Once he/she uploads his/her Master,
METEORA takes in charge the audio treatment
and audio storage of the piece, generates the
associated music copyright, and gives back the
Master to the artist in NFT form. From there, the
owner is free to do as he/she pleases:
- Making copies of the Master NFT and sell them as
units in the same fashion as CDs or vinyls
- Putting the Master NFT in the Streamer to make
the music available for streaming in the Global
Streaming Catalog, or the Jukebox for a per play
model
- Or simply selling the Master NFT and its associated
rights as a classic NFT

Added to this, the advent of professional recording
at home sharply rises the number of artists who
would love to make their music available to the
world and truly making a living out of it, while at the
same time only few services and spots are truly
available to them, making the market increasingly
saturated with artists that make marketing jobs
instead of focusing on creation for quality, highly
sought after (hence highly played and long lasting)
music tracks.

Our platform also includes a number of features
aimed at facilitating music activities and enriching
the experience. Among many, we can cite the
Licencing Center for granting/selling music licenses
to third parties, or the Fan Funding, which lets
listeners act as producers to artists looking for
albums or music videos financing.

METEORA offers a complete solution to the
problems of the Music Industry. It is the Ultimate
Music Platform, gathering all music actors listeners, artists and professionals - in one
ecosystem, network, and state-of-the-art app
with no third parties, leveraging Blockchain for
music rights, Cryptocurrency for payments and
financials, NFTs as a medium for music and
related products, and AI to offer non-biased music
marketing and waveform profiling.
At its very core, METEORA is a platform including
three intertwined sections:
- METEORA Stage, the player section where users
enjoy and listen to their NFT music collection, get
access to their METEORA Global Streaming Catalog,
create and share playlists, … Users here also
connect with everyone, make posts, comments on
music, collaborations between artists, producers,
professionals…
- METEORA Market, where users freely buy, sell, and
trade their Music NFTs, as well as goodies, concert
tickets, limited physical copies…
- METEORA Studio, the place where artists
and professionals create their music, manage
their music rights and payouts, connect with a
community of producers, musicians, etc. for their
projects, and much more.

METEORA is built on LUNARIS.CORE, our in-house
server-based Layer-2 hybrid blockchain which acts
as a State Channel between Lunaris Inc.’s products
and the public blockchains, offering secure, instant
and feeless transactions with the METEORA ($MRA)
token, providing users with a simple, reactive and
smooth experience.
The METEORA team comprises a deeply passionate
and skilled team of engineers and developers,
who worked years in big and small companies in
Blockchain, Embedded Systems, AI and Audio. Nes
B. (Anes Boukadoum) the CEO worked himself in the
music industry for more than ten years both as a
producer and an artist.
METEORA is the Music Revolution that is long
needed in the Industry, and is here to serve music
as an artform. We hope that with it, artists will
finally get their long due power and money back,
that listeners will enjoy new tunes composed
with free spirits, and that professionals are finally
given ease with the range of tools and functions
available to them for their endeavors.

The philosophy of METEORA is first and foremost to
put the artist at the center stage, and give him/
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Works of art make rules,
rules do not make works of art.
- Claude Debussy
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MUSIC AND
ITS INDUSTRY

Overview
Music, from time immemorial, has been a major artform, a means of expression, and a way for
the human being to get inspired and emotionally charged. Over the last century, it is one of the
fields which saw the biggest evolution of its medium. From phonograph cylinders to streaming
services, through vinyls, cassettes, CDs, MP3s and iPods, technology has completely molded
how we consume and produce music. Music nowadays has become a lifestyle and a center of
human life itself, around which communities are built and lives are changed.
Around music, an industry has grown to respond to the ever-growing needs of the artists:
marketing, producing, recording, managing… In 2021, the music market saw its biggest
growth to date in revenue, growing from $21.6 billion USD to $25.9 billion USD, representing
a massive growth of 18.5%. This is due to the pandemic accelerating music consumption and
interest.
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Due to its complexity and oligopoly of actors it is widely known that
the music industry today is plagued with problems that artists
and music professionals face everyday in their endeavors.
These very problems are the reason that many (if not
most, unknown) artists simply throw the towel on
their dreams of making a decent living from
their art. And those who are lucky enough to
start earning, spend most of their time
on these solvable issues instead of
spending it on their craft.
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The Problems
Market Saturation.
The advent of technology such as portable professional interfaces, DAWs, and plugins, allowed
artists to create music of increasingly higher quality with lower and lower costs without even
leaving their bedroom, and the artists that were playing and performing locally can now
potentially reach a global audience through the internet.
However, this also creates a larger pool of artists on a stagnant number of available platforms
and services, and leads to more demand for providers and structures. The market is wide
open and waiting for solutions to organically promote music and for tools to dispatch music
efficiently.

No Ownership.
Streaming has indeed simplified the way we reach and manage music, and its accessibility
has allowed us to share our beloved pieces easily and create even more events and activities
around artists and their craft. Yet, the biggest downside is that now music is owned by the
platforms that are distributing it. So, for any possible reason and if said platform decides so, the
music that you listen to could disappear overnight, and this constitutes a hovering issue for the
listeners and the artists that make a living from their art.
Music is also something that accompanies the human being throughout his life. Ever since
physical media like cassette tapes, vinyls or CDs, people look forward to owning and collecting
their music, which have now been abolished by streaming. What is really interesting is that there
is a rising demand for ownable music to come back: so much that for the first time in the 20
years of decline due to the digital, CD and Vinyls sales have seen a sharp growth in 2021, from
31.6 million to 46.6 millions shipments for CDs in the US.

Inadequate Revenue.
It is no secret: artists are paid miserly compared to the money that is entering the platforms’
vaults. To illustrate, Spotify, the most prominent and popular music platform, pays 0.0033 USD
per play on their app, so for an artist to make 1000 USD, he/she will need a full 303,000 plays
from his account. Needless to say that the barrier of entry is gigantic for those looking to make
a living out of their art: artists that have big talent will definitely spend the vast majority of their
time doing marketing and networking work in hopes to share their music with the world.
There are still platforms that pay more than others, like Apple Music paying 0.01 USD per play
instead, but it still consists of a high threshold, and it is still pennies (literally) compared to the
revenue entering the industry.
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The Problems
No Music Social Media.
We all know YouTube, the video social media platform. Or
Facebook. Or Twitter. But there is no notable, unique social
media platform that is centered around music while being
geared towards the population. The most notable one would
be TikTok, which is in essence a video social network, but
heavily uses music to accompany the creations. Seeing how
increasingly popular music creation is, a music social media
platform will positively change how the listeners, artists and
professionals go about their activities.

Publication and Delays.
As the only way to publish music on streaming and digital music apps, artists need to rely on a
music publisher, who in turn gives his masters to the music platform. This means every action
that he needs to make on his music on the platform needs to be through this publisher:
changing profile info, metadata, rights management… Which is troublesome for both reach
and timing in a world that moves at an increasingly faster pace.
This way of operation also contains issues in and of itself. Between the play on music platforms
and the actual payout of this play on these music publishing services, the artist waits on
average three months before being able to withdraw any money that his music has generated.
Also, the stats provided by these music publishers to justify these plays are dense and opaque,
and makes no sense in the artists’ perspective.

Royalties Lost.
Not only do artists get paid from people listening to their music, but also by selling licenses to
third parties using their music in their medium such as films, documentaries, public diffusion, or
even by other artists who would like to make a cover or remix of their pieces.
As of 2022, the legal royalties systems around the world function differently, and unfortunately,
if the artist does not rely on a costly, paper-rich royalties manager, chances are that he/she
will never see his/her payouts. Millions of dollars of unclaimed music royalties are lost every
year in the Black Box. Some music publishing platforms do offer related services, but again, due
mostly to the complexity of the task at hand, these services are incomplete, flawed and time
consuming.
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The Music NFT Case
Blockchain is with no doubt the answer as for payment, security and transparency in music.
So much so that more and more artists completely quit the traditional industry to make and
distribute music on their own as NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens) and get paid with cryptocurrency,
with no third parties involved in their decision making.
Obviously, we are still in the very early days of this rising solution, and just like with every
nascent technology, we are still figuring out how to use it to its fullest potential. As of now, although the Music NFT sphere is booming on marketplaces like Rarible and OpenSea, it is still
savage, unregulated and has issues of its own.
The main and most problematic one is that anyone with the ability to mint NFTs on any public
blockchain is able to claim any piece of music as his own, and sell this piece for cryptocurrency,
with absolutely no way for the original artist to get either his music or the money back. Going
even further: music theft as NFT is currently all the rage in the music creators community, and
only few artists with good followings can fully strive in this business, as their notoriety can easily
be traced. The lesser known artists (the majority) get their music stolen, put on the Blockchain
and sold on open marketplaces.
The Music NFT sphere definitely needs a structure. Blockchain is an incredible technology, but
doesn’t solve all problems by itself. Some industries and fields still need human interaction due
to their nature in order for them to fully function, and music is one of them.
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WELCOME TO
METEORA

Welcome to Meteora

THE ULTIMATE MUSIC PLATFORM

At Lunaris Inc., we are a team of top notch
engineers who have deep passion for music,
and are all connected to it as artists and fans.
Nes B., our CEO and founder, while being a
blockchain and embedded systems engineer,
used to be a producer and artist himself for
more than a decade, as well as an active
member of the music industry.
The struggles and complaints that we have
seen around us while making music and
sharing it with the world, as well as our will
to serve the artform so we can watch new,
profound and lasting music bloom, inspired
us to invent METEORA.
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What is Meteora?
METEORA is the Ultimate Music Platform,
gathering the artists, the listeners, and
the professionals in an all-in-one app
and network. Think of it as a hub where
everything music happens. Artists
publish music on it, fans listen to it, and
professionals manage it. Of course, anyone
can wear those three hats at the same time
or in any fashion he or she likes.
METEORA is aimed at cutting the middlemen
amongst music creation, publication, and
payment, and making the experience for the
music listening, creation and management
as engaging, fun, smooth and reliable as
possible. METEORA leverages Blockchain for
music copyrights and data, Cryptocurrency
for instant and on-demand payments, NFTs
as a medium to distribute music and its
related products, and finally AI to help artists
making the most out of their music through
publication suggestions, publication timing,
as well as waveform profiling for listeners to
get fine music suggestions based on their
direct sound taste.

is directly linked to the being of the creator.
If the energy is spent on parallel work such
as marketing, networking and management,
obviously the quality, the content and the
energy contained in the music itself will suffer,
which ironically hinders the artist’s work even
more and creates a spiral which only few can
escape.
METEORA is created so artists are at the center
stage at all times, and that they get as much
money from their work as possible by cutting
out third parties and middlemen. They decide
on the prices, of what it will become of their
craft, when and how exactly they would like to
publish it… All of it.

User experience is central to the project, so
METEORA is at its core a Blockchain Layer-2
Hybrid system, which allows for instant, secure
and feeless transactions, as well as being
an additional layer for performance and
functionality with its backup database and its
storage.
The philosophy
There is no music without artists. As art is
subjective by nature, the quality of the creation
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How does it work?
Manufacturer

Streamer

It all starts by the artist connecting to
his METEORA account (associated with a
crypto wallet) and uploading his music
files and related metadata to the system.
Then in turn, METEORA takes in charge the
audio treatment, copyright generation,
NFT minting, and then gives the Master
NFT (we called it the Music Box - more
on that later) back to the artist's wallet,

Auctioneer

which grants him complete ownership and
authorization for operation on METEORA.
From here, the artist is crowned king or
queen, and is free to utilize and manage
his/her music as he/she wants.
For this matter, METEORA offers three main
ways to make the most out of music:
copies, streaming, and classic music NFT.
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How does it work?
Music Copy - The Manufacturer
The first music distribution system available to
the Master NFT (Music Box) owner is the ability
to make copies of the album he created. The
copies born from the Music Box are lovingly
called CDs (Chain Discs), which are NFTs of NFTs,
really.
Just like in the realm of physical copies, the
owner can make regular or limited editions of
his Chain Discs, some including instrumental or
special tracks, signed copies, etc. Once the copies are created, he is free to sell them on the
METEORA Market, and even send or gift some as NFTs through the blockchains’ networks.

Music Streaming - The Streamer
Indeed, streaming is the most popular way to
listen to music nowadays, and METEORA does
have a streaming service embedded in the
system. The Master NFT owner can place his
Music Box into what we called the Streamer,
METEORA’s streaming platform. If he/she does
so, the music will be available in the Global
Streaming Catalog, reaching all METEORA
Streaming subscribers who can listen to this
music at any time on METEORA Stage, the player
section of our platform. The artist can also decide on a per play model by using the Jukebox.
There is also a second way to distribute as
streaming: if the owner wants to, he can place his
Music Box into his own artist profile, so streaming
will be available only to those who are subscribed
to his content (more details in the Community
section).

Music NFT - The Auctioneer
Finally, the music owner can purely and simply sell
his/her Music Box and its contents (music, copyright, metadata…) as a classic NFT. Once he/she
does that, all the rights and operation authorization are revoked from him/her, and passed to a
new owner.
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How does it work?
Where do listeners get their music?
Users can grab their music on METEORA Market, one of the three
sections available on the platform. Since every music piece - album
or single - is an NFT in essence, all their purchases are bound to
their account, which themselves are linked to a crypto wallet (i.e.
Metamask). So when they go to METEORA Stage, the player section,
their Music NFT Collection is displayed in the same fashion as a
traditional music app, so they can be fully at ease.
Also, as mentioned in the previous sections, users can also
subscribe to METEORA Streaming, get unlimited access to the
Global Streaming Catalog and enjoy all the music available as a
traditional music streaming service.

How do artists get paid?
Artists (Music Box owners) keep absolutely 100% of their sales revenue (see Financials
section). For every sale and every play, all of their money is gathered In their personal account
(L2 Vault), and they can trigger their payout any time they want with a click of a button. When
they claim their payout, they can choose how they want to get paid.
Cryptocurrency is the most convenient, cheapest and fastest way for the money to reach its
destinations. METEORA uses MRA, its native cryptocurrency (ERC20, BEP20), and using it on
Lunaris.core Layer-2 will grant the users feeless, instant and secure transactions.
For the sake of simplicity and access, fiat currency will also still be available as a payment
mechanism as well, but keep in mind that using fiat has more inherent servicing fees and is
much slower than crypto. METEORA has a partnership with a payment company which will be
announced later down the development road.

Ownership
You have already guessed it: after uploading their music to LUNARIS.CORE (see Technicals
section), the Master NFT (Music Box) is deposited to the artist’s wallet, which grants him 100%
control over the files contained in this Master. For distribution and exploitation, each time the
artist or music owner takes an action with his/her Music Box, a cryptographic signature will be
prompted.
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FUNCTIONALITY

Functionality
When using the terms “Ultimate Music Platform”, we mean it. METEORA embeds all the tools
needed by listeners, artists, and music professionals to enjoy, buy, sell, and manage music.
To make things simple and clear, METEORA is divided into three interconnected sections,
each one embodying one kind of activity.

Player and social section of the platform.

NFT based personal music collection
As METEORA accounts are linked to at least one crypto wallet (i.e. Metamask), on
METEORA Stage, users can enjoy the NFT music collection they have created by
buying and trading on METEORA Marketplace, as well as getting access to the Global
Streaming Catalog if subscribed, as well as the artists communities they are members
of. They can organize music, create playlists, share them, etc.

Music Social Media Platform
METEORA is also a network bringing Listeners, Artists and Professionals together. On
METEORA (Back)Stage, users interact with each other, make posts, trade, share and
comment on music, but also collaborate on new music, performances and creations
for more and better content on the platform.

Performance & Lossless modes
All of the masters on METEORA are first stored as is, then treated and converted to
match the high quality streaming standard AAC 320 kbps. Later down the development
road after scaling, we are planning on also adding a lossless FLAC format for
audiophile experience.

Modular interface
Remember Winamp? The entirety of the interface is customizable up to the single
button so each account/wallet owns a different, tailored experience on METEORA.
Gamified experience - Achievements, scores, music games, music contests…
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Functionality

Marketplace of the platform
Self explanatory. Every user can go to the marketplace to buy, sell and trade Music NFTs
on the platform. METEORA Market contains the tools that we can expect from this type
of service, like genre search, filters, etc., and additionally you can find a plethora of info
and displays that crypto-versed users are familiar with, such as price evolution, pair
trading, and more.
Since METEORA relies on crypto as currency, all prices are displayed with their fiat
equivalent at all times (USD, EUR…) to facilitate the readings. Moreover, as mentioned
earlier regarding artists payouts, all METEORA users can choose to use fiat currency as
well.
In addition to music, METEORA proposes to sell music-related goods, such as vinyls, CDs
(Compact Discs!), shirts, concert tickets… These physical goodies will be associated
with an NFT as well that will be generated as proof of ownership and sent to the buyer
when the purchase is completed.

Creator and professional section of the platform.

New Project Button
Start here. All KYC identified users will be given the ability to directly upload and mint
their music singles and albums as Music Boxes, and distribute their craft as they wish.

Music Manager
Once music is created on METEORA, here is where the artists and owners decide how
they will distribute and exploit it (copies, streaming…).
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Functionality
Collab Builder
Taking advantage of the social network of METEORA, the Collab Builder is where artists
and professionals connect to bring their project to life. Need a mixing engineer for your
last track? A guitarist for a bridge on your song? This is where the magic happens. The
Collab Builder contains all the necessary tools for this matter.

Licensing Center
Here, artists and music owners can grant and/or sell licenses of their music to third
parties for films, commercials, covers and remixes, etc.

Custom Pricing
Besides METEORA Streaming that is managed by AI (see Technicals section), every single NFT
sale, auction, stream play and transaction price is fully decided by the artist him/herself.
But of course, it is a big wide world out there, and it sure is a daunting task to make a true
market research for each song. In METEORA, to maximize the chances of commercial success,
the Marketing AI also acts as an advisor to point out the real time market state and prices
related to the songs the artists and the owners want to commercialize.

Music Streaming
There are three ways to get access to music streaming in
METEORA: by subscribing to METEORA Streaming (Global
Catalog), by Artist Subscription (Artist Profile), or via
Jukebox. Artists can publish their music in any of these
categories separately or simultaneously, and choose the
content to put in each. In Global Mode, their music is enabled
for all of the METEORA Streaming subscribers, and are paid
through the Streaming Pool (refer to the Financials section
for more information). In Artists Mode, they enable fans to
subscribe to their artists profile (and decide on their monthly
fee) which allows them access to the artist’s unique streaming
library. Finally, in Jukebox Mode, the artist puts a price on each
stream play that users pay every time they listen to the music.
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COMMUNITY

Community
While the artist is at the center stage for the decisional aspect, community
is what brings the music alive, and where the fun and the good times are.
METEORA is community and user centric, and is filled with functionalities and
features to make any user at ease, and enjoy the music and the platform to
the fullest.

FAN, ARTISTS AND PROFESSIONAL PROFILES
As our beloved platform is also a social network, every account has also a public profile bound
to it. The user can choose among three types: Fan, Artist and Professional. Choosing one of
them will impact the profile display, search, and visibility. However, switching among the
three, and having any of them enabled do not impact the METEORA functionalities available to
them besides the couple of specific elements presented here.

Fan profile

Artist profile

Professional profile

The default profile. Every user

With the Artist profile comes

Finally, the user can also opt for the

starts with a Fan (Listener) profile

additional functionalities that will

professional profile where, in the

where he/she can display his/her

serve the artist in his activity. He/she

same fashion as the artist profile,

information, favorite songs or artists,

will enjoy more display options to

can display his services and offers,

AI waveform profile, status, pics,

promote his/her music publications,

ratings, portfolio...

achievements, and much more.

as well as the ability to place in his/
her profile a subscription (think of
Twitch subs) to make part or all
of the music only available for a
monthly fee.

Games and Contests
METEORA will also include contests that will involve artists and fans, such as music covers,
community videos, etc., against which users can win monetary and crypto prizes, exclusive
METEORA benefits, achievements, NFTs, ...
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Community
METEORA Fan Funding
Many artists have come to use crowdfunding
platforms such as Kickstarter and Indiegogo to
fund their new albums and music videos, and
other artists count on the rising crypto and NFT
sphere to make their projects a reality.
On METEORA, artists can choose to rely on the
community to fund their musical projects through
METEORA Fan Funding, which in turn allows fans
to act as the producers of said project. Artists
decide on how much they want to raise in crypto or in fiat, as well as the cut they would like to
share from their sales to their community. In the fans’ point of view, this consists of a support
channel for the artists they love, but also as an investment.

The Court
The Ultimate Music Platform will host millions of music tracks, and having a big dedicated
team can’t really cut it when it comes to managing copyright infringement issues and rights
problems as music is a human art. This is where the Court comes into play.
The Court is a place where fans, artists and professionals assemble to vote and take decisions
regarding the issues that may rise among artists and music owners. Fans are here to flag
fraudulous music and make testimonies, and music professionals judge and give the final
words.
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TECHNICALS

Technicals
METEORA aims to offer the best user experience with no or as little compromise as possible.
To this end, we have selected the following technologies to aim at a sweet spot in terms of
performance, practicality and economic viability.

LUNARIS.CORE and Public
Blockchains
When an artist creates a piece of art, he or
she owns it regardless of what country of land
he or she lives in. With this image in mind, we
believe that the concept of owning music
should not limit itself to one blockchain in
particular.
At heart, METEORA is built on top of our own
Layer-2 hybrid solution LUNARIS.CORE by
Lunaris Inc. The hybrid denomination is earned
thanks to this solution being both a State
Channel acting as a buffer for transactions
before reaching public blockchains, and
simultaneously being a standalone serveroriented blockchain by itself. Each node of
LUNARIS.CORE is acting as a server, integrating
a storage and a processing unit to ensure
data integrity and persistence, as well as
a security layer with the nodes working as
validator nodes (Proof of Stake).
LUNARIS.CORE and METEORA are first built
on Ethereum and Polygon to facilitate the
integration of EVM compatible blockchains

later in the development process (Binance
Smart Chain, Avalanche…), then progressively
bridge more specific public blockchains
systems along with the development.

The Core Merge
The infamous Blockchain Trilemma is as
follows: among scalability, security and
decentralization - one needs to be sacrificed
in order to optimize the other two. For an
application like METEORA (which is the first one
to use LUNARIS.CORE) it makes sense to focus
on scalability and security before undergoing
the decentralization problem gradually in
order to provide the best service possible, as
the focus for METEORA is on user experience
and functionality.
After ending the development of the first
version of METEORA, additional development
workforce will be directed to decentralize
LUNARIS.CORE, develop server node solutions
and dispatch the network among the public,
to finally merge the mother core node with its
counterparts.
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Storage and IPFS

AI Engine - Machine Learning

IPFS presents many advantages when it
comes to data persistence. As it is a hashbased peer-to-peer network, data that has
been uploaded to IPFS becomes immutable
as long as the network lives, and naturally
many Web3 projects have gone this route for
numerous applications.

The other important aspect of music is to
find its listeners. One could argue that this
is the most important part, so much so that
nowadays, due to artist market saturation,
artists spend the majority of their time working
on marketing in order for their music to reach
its audiences. We believe that one solution
to this problem that can alleviate the weight
on the artists’ shoulders is to use artificial
intelligence to connect the listeners musical
preferences to the artist’s craft.

However, we now see the insanely fraudulous
aspect in the Music and Art NFT sphere,
where simply anyone can generate an NFT
and claim ownership of a piece that isn’t
his/her. One of the biggest problems is that,
as an NFT is permanently written on the
blockchain, the majority of mints also rely on
IPFS for the permanent file storage, as storing
music data on vanilla public blockchain is
extremely expensive to impossible. In an
artist’s perspective, if someone steals his/
her art, there will be no way to take down the
fake version, and the files will be permanently
accessible to the public.
This is why METEORA undertakes a dual
strategy for Music NFT generation and
minting. On the one hand, METEORA uses IPFS
to store the collection of information related to
the music metadata and distribution as well
as the copyright notice, and on the other hand,
the music files themselves will be stored on
LUNARIS.CORE, to ensure the possibility of going
back in case of problems. This way, the file on
IPFS will act as a contract between the artist/
music owner and Lunaris Inc./LUNARIS.CORE
nodes, ensuring the best possible parameters
for music file security and distribution.

METEORA onboards a non-invasive AI engine
that can be enabled or disabled at will, and
which mission is twofold:
- Waveform and preference profiling - On the
user’s end, the AI will monitor the music that is
played and repeated, and establish a precise
sonic profile based on what he or she likes to
listen to (i.e. specific voices, guitars, a certain
types of drum fills, tempo…), coupled with the
music metadata. With this data set, the AI will
propose a much more accurate set of music
that the listener can enjoy.
- Unbiased Music Marketing - On the artist’s
end, the AI will serve the purpose of an advisor
based on the METEORA user activity, guiding
him or her when it comes to publishing times,
music creation style, and more, to maximize
the chances of their music to reach its target
audience.
The AI module is developed in the background
alongside the METEORA system, and is
updated at every roadmap milestone.
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Streaming Pool
As explained in the Functionality section, artists and
music owners who have placed their Music Box at
the Streamer can choose to enable their music to be
streamed in METEORA Streaming. This streaming mode
functions like a traditional streaming service to the
eyes and ears of the listener, who pays a fixed monthly
subscription fee to gain unlimited access to the Global
Library.
The per play basis payout will be algorithmically (AI) calculated based on the amount of
songs present in the METEORA Global Library and the amount of money available in the
Streaming Pool, making the money going to artists as fair as possible.

NFT Types
The core functionality of METEORA is based on a Russian
doll style NFT system (ERC1155), starting from the Master
NFT down to the music itself. Any NFT that is owned will
be displayed as playable music on METEORA Stage
automatically and be part of the user’s musical collection,
and each NFT is tradable/buyable/sellable in any fashion
on METEORA Market.
• Music Box (MB - Ownable) - The Master. Once
an album or single is uploaded into the system, it is
encapsulated in an NFT containing all the metadata and
copyright necessary for exploitation and distribution on
METEORA, which grants the owner the exclusive permission
for use and commercialization. Upon upload, the artist/music owner can include additional
data and files that can benefit it, such as additional artwork and artbooks, digitized signature,
exclusive tracks, etc., which he/she can use later when creating copies.
• Chain Disc (CD - Ownable) - The Copy. Chain Discs are NFTs produced by using the
Manufacturer. Chain Discs derive from a Music Box, from which content is forged - . Chain Discs
can only be played and traded, and do not grant any copy permission on METEORA.
• Music - Unit.
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NFT Minting & Copyright
We are at the dawn of the Blockchain Age, where more and more automated and trustless
applications see the day and help industries evolve for the better. However, not all industries
can mindlessly count on Blockchain to automatically solve trust and persistence issues, as
many of them will still need human interaction to function as expected. Music is one of these
industries.
In METEORA, in order to be able to upload music independently, artists and music owners
need to be identified in order to ensure music ownership in the first place. For this, a KYC
verification system is put into place. Once identified, artists and music owners also need to
sign an agreement to state that they are the true creators/owners of the pieces they will upload
in the system. Only then, the upload and minting authorization will be granted to them.
The data gathered in the identification process will be used to generate copyright. With every
Music Box creation, the related copyright notice file will also be written on the IPFS network,
describing ownership and music data.
Also, this identification data will be used in the case of a dispute between two parties regarding
music ownership, to make certain that this music has not been uploaded fraudulently at the
expense of another creator.
In the unlikely event that a music piece has been fraudulently uploaded, and that the deed has
been proven, the Music Box possesses a shutdown function that entirely cuts off all possibility of
the music to be ever accessed and used again.

User

KYC/AML

Files and
Metadata
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The Token Gateway and Layer-2
METEORA is designed so that even complete beginners in the universe of crypto and NFTs can
enjoy the platform to the fullest. For this matter, METEORA implements a gateway to easily and
seamlessly transit between fiat and crypto. Users can pay via credit card, bank transfer or
cryptocurrencies.
In order to reduce the fees to the minimum and get instant and secure transactions, users on
METEORA can also enable Layer-2 (LUNARIS.CORE) to buffer the transactions before reaching
the public blockchains.
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The MRA Token
The Meteora Token (ticker $MRA) is METEORA’S native
decentralized, peer-to-peer cryptocurrency that has
been initially built on Ethereum (ERC20) for the purpose
of being easily bridgeable in and out most of the public
blockchains, and functions as the main currency within
the platform.
The MRA Token is a hardcapped, burnable crypto,
with a supply of 100,000,000 MRA, hence adopting a
deflationnary model.

Reserve
(Burn)
22%

Private
Sale
6%

Team
10%

Public Sale
(ICO)
18%

Liquidity
24%
Marketing
20%

Part

%

Round 1
ICO

Round 2

18%

Round 3

Name

Meteora Token

Ticker

MRA

Source Type

Ethereum ERC20

Specs

Hardcapped, Burnable

Starting Price

0.20 USD

Total Supply

100,000,000 MRA

Initial Circulating Supply

24,000,000 MRA

Initial Market Cap

4,800,000 USD

Cliff

Vesting

Details

2 months

10 months

2 months lockup after round, then 16,6% per month over 10
months

1 months

4 months

1 months lockup after round, then 25% per month over 4
months

None

None

Available after ICO

Private Sale

6%

3 months

10 months

3 months lockup, then 10% per month over 10 months

Liquidity

24%

None

33 months

3% per month over 33 months

Marketing

20%

2 months

20 months

2 months lockup, then 10% per month over 10 months

Team

10%

1 year

1 year

1 year lockup, then 25% quarterly

Reserve

22%

1 year

8 years

1 year lockup, then 1% per month over 8 years

Cliff and vesting periods start at the end of the ICO (July 5th 2022).
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The MRA Token
Token features

Currency & Fee Reducer

Reward Token

Using METEORA’s native cryptocurrency will

User who take part in contests, unlock

allow users to enjoy highly reduced fees on

achievements on the platform, and partic-

every Layer 1 transactions, and feeles trans-

ipate in the community will be rewarded in

actions on Layer 2.

MRA.

Governance

Funding the project

MRA is also a governance token, which grants

The sale of MRA Token through its ICO will

its holders decisional power over METEORA’s

finance the international development of the

direction, proportionnaly to the number of

METEORA project for two years. Hence the

tokens they own.

project is entirely financed by its future users.

The economic model
The main economic model of METEORA is very simple: we take a small comission of 2.5% upon
every sale, aligning ourselves with marketplaces like OpenSea and Rarible. When using the MRA
native cryptocurrency on Layer-2, these sale fees drop to 0!

Where can I get MRA Tokens?
The MRA Token will be on sale as an ICO starting May 2022 (see next page).

When will the MRA Token be listed on exchanges?
The MRA Token will be listed on CEX and DEX shortly after the end of the Meteora ICO in August
2022. The partnered exchanges will be announced on METEORA’s socials.
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The Meteora ICO
In order to participate in this journey and get
your Meteora MRA Tokens at the best price
possible, we present you the Meteora ICO
(Initial Coin Offering), a public MRA sale that
will be managed by Lunaris Inc. on METEORA’s
website.
https://meteora.cloud
The ICO will be conducted in three rounds,
increasing each time the price of the token. Each
round lasts one month.
If the number of tokens allocated to the round is
sold before the end of its month, the following round will start directly.
Finally, if the allocated number of tokens is not sold at the end of the round, the remaining
tokens are allocated to the next round.

Round

Price per
MRA

Nbr of tokens

Total value

Min. ticket

Max. ticket

Start

Finish

Round 1

0.20 USD

6,000,000 MRA

1,200,000 USD

500 USD

300,000 USD

5/5/22

4/6/22

Round 2

0.30 USD

6,000,000 MRA

1,800,000 USD

250 USD

200,000 USD

5/6/22

4/7/22

Round 3

0.40 USD

6,000,000 MRA

2,400,000 USD

150 USD

100,000 USD

5/5/22

4/8/22

18,000,000 MRA

5,400,000 USD

Total

ICO Starting date:

May 5th 2022
We are committed to make our best effort to maintain the stability of our token valuation after
the ICO and reduce price volatility in the interest of all investors. This is why we have set up cliff
and vesting periods in order to limit the risk of post ICO dump on exchanges.
Please stay tuned to METEORA’s socials for the upcoming information.
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ROADMAP
Late 2021
Bennington Phase
MVP - Audio System

Q1 2022
Delson Phase

Q4 2021
Shinoda Phase
LUNARIS.CORE init.
Multichain capability

Streaming init.
Q2 2022
Farell Phase
Q3 2022
Hahn Phase
Socials system
Mobile app
MRA listing

Professional functions
ICO

Q4 2022
Bourdon Phase
Official public Beta
launch

2022
Background Phase
AI Layer
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CORE TEAM
Anes Boukadoum (Nes B.)
CEO and Fouder
Blockchain, Embedded Systems and Blockchain engineer as well as entrepreneur, Nes
feeds a deep passion and expertise for both tech and music. He worked for a decade in
both the engineering and the creative fields in companies and as a freelancer.

Kevin Beaumont
Network Architect - DevSecOps
With an extended corporate experience in aeronautics as a core system developer and
in telecommunications as a devops engineer, Kevin is highly known in his fields for his
top system architectural skills and his top notch network knowledge.

Naji Astier
CTO and Web Expert
We call him the Najician for his master developing skills and deep knowledge in web
technologies and Web3. Naji has worked as a software engineer in numerous big scale
projects and companies in web and fintech.

Louis Gonfreville
Artificial Intelligence and ML engineer
True passionate and expert in data management and artificial intelligence, Louis is
internationally renowned for being one of the top ML engineers in his industry. He worked
years for the world’s biggest security tech companyv.

#MusicIsYours

https://meteora.cloud
meteora-app
MeteoraApp
MeteoraApp
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